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1 Bananas *

2 Cane suga r

3 I ce  Cream

4 Tea 5 Sp i ce s

5 common items NOT Fair Trade 
at Sprouts Farmers Market



*Additional Thoughts about
Bananas

Banana, the ubiquitous yellow fruit

most commonly seen year-round in

grocery stores, has its own story. Like

Project Green Challenge said, every

object has its own story. Yet, I rarely

pay attention to how a certain food

got onto my table or into my mouth. I

often take food for granted. I used

to think that as long as I head to

Albertsons and have $0.19 on me, I

can get a good banana.



*Additional Thoughts about Bananas

It was not until Project Green

Challenge introduced the

magazine For a Better World that I

discovered the "The Many vs. The

Mighty: A Story of Small-Scale

Farmers." In this inspirational story, I

learned about the high cost of cheap

banana. Chiquita, the brand I always

buy my bananas from, is notorious for

its unethical dealings in Latin America.

They exploit and extract the resources

of other lands in ways that damage

communities. 



Talking to A Local Coffee Shop!



Coffee Tomo

Coffee Tomo is a local coffee shop that

offers high quality coffee beans. I went onto

their website to see if they use Fair Trade

coffee beans. Their websites did talk about

how they hand-elect and roast high quality

beans but did not have anything about Fair

Trade, so I decided to ask and talk to them.



Process

Initially, I felt scared approaching the store and

asking them about Fair Trade, so I started out by

asking the store associate if they offer Fair Trade

coffee, and the associate said he was unsure. We

continued talking and eventually the store associate

said "I'm not sure what Fair Trade is." That was the

moment my eyes lit up and I could feel heart bumping

really hard. I was so excited to tell him what I learned

about Fair Trade and the benefits of it. 



Process

Near the end, the store associate said I could reach

out and email Coffee Tomo's manager, so I sent them

an email! 



Reflection

Being able to talk about Fair Trade to the associate

was probably the most memorable moment. I was

stuttering because I was glad to share my passion for

this topic. 

 

Conversation I had with the store associate:

 

https://youtu.be/El-8Xl1UZ9g 


